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Your Reading 
 
 

             
 

             
 

             
 

                
 
 
Overall: 
The cards overall indicate that despite a period of worry, there will be news of lasting 
success (Mice-Sun-Anchor-Letter). There is some anxiety over a new beginning 
or change (Mice-Storks), but an ambitious or star connection or agreement of 
some kind is made (Ring-Stars) 
 
You, in general over this period 
You (the Woman card) are  appearing in House 11 (Whip) for this period, which 
indicates it will be a time of hard work and effort. The position of your card in the 
layout shows, you are relatively in control of circumstances, though, and there will be 
lots of events and new influences coming up ahead. 
 
The cards immediately around you: 
Overall 
The cards immediately around you show you having success as a newbie, younger 
person or beginner in some way (Sun-Child) and friendly communication between 
you and others, be that friends or supporters (Child-Birds-Dog). These are 
successful, happy friendships and alliances or may refer to a successful, positive 
friend (Dog-Sun). 
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Above you/On Your Mind 
There are signs that you are worried about achieving lasting success (Mice-Sun-
Anchor) 
 
Central for You 
You will be a beginner or newbie in a situation, seen as younger, perhaps, and as a 
friendly individual (Child-Woman-Dog) 
 
Additional information 
Communication is key or there are important conversations happening around you. 
This is likely to have something to do with your home life; the key to the door. (Key-
Birds-House) 
 
Your Recent Past 
You've had significant worries about starting anew or being the newbie again (Mice-
Child-Key) 
 
At the moment 
You are communicating successfully and positively (Sun-Woman-Birds) 
 
Coming up soon 
The cards show a friendship that lasts or is longstanding; a family or home-focused 
friendship and stability at home. (Anchor-Dog-House) 
 
Moving from the recent past into the future 
Some worries about yourself, family and your home life (Mice-Woman-House) as 
well what seems like your permanent fate. A long term answer of some kind seems 
likely (Key-Woman-Anchor). 
 
 
The Reading as a Whole 
 
Cards Across 
 

• Row 1: You've experienced worries about success (Mice-Sun) but these will 
give way to news about long term success (Sun-Anchor-Letter). The cards 
show an official letter of some kind, and positive official news or the 
establishment of something positive in your writing life (Letter-Tower-
Bouquet) and blessings and good things are on their way (Bouquet-Rider). 
There will be a new man coming into your life, one who is well-known or high-
achieving (Rider-Man-Stars). 

• Row 1 (Mirrored): There are indications of worries about ambitions and 
achieving your goals (Mice-Stars), along with a man's success (Sun-Man). 
Something longlasting is on its way (Anchor-Rider) and some lovely news 
(Letter-Bouquet) in an official capacity of some kind (Tower). 

• Row 2: YOUR ROW. You've been a learner or beginner in some way (Child-
Woman) and you are friendly and supportive (Woman-Dog). Coming up 
ahead is a travelling, foreign, or overseas friend (Dog-Ship), a difficult or 
problematic journey (Ship-Snake), an ending of something that is negative 
as well as most likely sudden (Snake-Coffin-Scythe), an illness, possible 
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surgery or a karmic/spiritual decision (Scythe-Tree), and you may be feeling 
under the weather OR under the influence of an unclear spiritual situation 
(Tree-Clouds). 

• Row 2 (Mirrored). The cards show you as unclear, vague or dreamlike younger 
person (Child-Clouds), a healthy or spiritual woman (Woman-Tree), but 
there will be a friendship ending suddenly or an unexpected/sudden 
friendship (Dog-Scythe). A journey ends (Coffin-Ship) and there's a 
problem or negativity or betrayal of some kind (Snake). 

• Row 3: Communication has been key (Key-Birds), particularly around the 
home, domain or family (Birds-House). There are different paths possible in 
this situation and choices to be made as to which way you should go (House-
Crossroads). Some options will be blocked, however (Crossroads-
Mountain) by something heavy and somewhat onerous, perhaps the weight 
of responsibilities (Mountain-Cross) around business (Cross-Fish); 
perhaps your freedom will be weighed down or come with burdens attached in 
some way. You'll be working hard at your business and for your cash (Fish-
Whip) and it won't be easy, particularly in the public or social arena, where 
there is competition and possible conflict (Whip-Garden). 

• Row 3: (Mirrored): The social arena is significant (Key-Garden) and it looks 
like there will be arguments and difficult communications (Birds-Whip). 
The cards show your business domain and possibly brand (House-Fish) or 
that you will be working from home. Choices come with attached burdens 
(Crossroads-Cross) that can cause roadblocks and delays (Mountain). 
Option paralysis, perhaps. 

• Row 4: A love commitment or 'marriage' is indicated (Ring-Heart) although 
it may be connected more with work passions than romance (Heart-Fox) 
and an opportunist or lucky job opportunities (Fox-Clover). There is 
protection and financial luck or wins (Clover-Bear), and a knowledgeable or 
secret protection (Bear-Book), an older person's or experience-based 
knowledge (Book-Lily), a creative or emotional older person (Lily-Moon) 
and a new start creatively or a new creative project (Moon-Storks) 

• Row 4 (Mirroring): A new commitment or relationship (Ring-Storks) along 
with emotional or creative passions or feelings of love (Heart-Moon), ), an 
older working person or 'silver fox' (Fox-Lily) although watch out for 
wiliness. There are signs of revelations or discoveries (Clover-Book) and 
protection (Bear). 

 
Cards Down: 
 

• Column 1: You've had beginner or new start worries (Mice-Child) but you're 
an important or significant newbie and there's been a fated link or a 
significant relationship (Key-Ring) of some kind although you've had 
anxieties associated with it (Mice-Ring) 

• Column 2: WHERE YOU'RE AT. Right now, the key influence is on your 
success & happiness (Sun-Woman), how you communicate (Woman-
Birds) and loving or heartfelt communications (Birds-Heart) 

• Column 3: Ahead are lasting friendships or support (Anchor-Dog), but a 
family or 'domain' friend (Dog-House) may turn out to be untrustworthy 
(House-Fox). Keep an eye on your stuff. 
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• Column 4: News from overseas is indicated (Letter-Ship) and lots of 
potential directions or outlets to travel in (Ship-Crossroads). You will make 
good choices (Crossroads-Clover) and there will be some very fortunate 
news (Letter-Clover.) 

• Column 5: Difficulties with authority are indicated (Tower-Snake) which 
causes blockages and delays (Snake-Mountain), particularly financially 
(Mountain-Bear) & with financial organisations (Tower-Bear). That said, 
you may also have protection in high places. 

• Column 6: Something lovely will come to an end (Bouquet-Coffin) which 
will feel depressing and burdensome (Coffin-Cross). Some knowledge or a 
secret will be weighing heavy on you (Cross-Book), but it may also involve a 
secret gift or a pleasant understanding (Bouquet-Book). 

• Column 7: A sudden arrival is indicated, or sudden news (Rider-Scythe) 
about possible business cuts (Scythe-Fish) to an older business or an older 
person's business interests or freedom (Fish-Lily). Someone older visits or 
there is news about an older person (Rider-Lily). 

• Column 8: A healthy, energetic or spiritual man (Man-Tree), spiritual or 
karmic training (Tree-Whip), creative or emotional tests (Whip-Moon). A 
creative or emotional man (Man-Moon) 

• Column 9: Unclear ambitions or fantasies, vague hopes and dreams (Stars-
Clouds). Possible networking issues, a social blur (Clouds-Garden) and a 
fresh start socially or publicly (Garden-Storks). New ambitions are 
indicated (Stars-Storks). 

 
 
The Cards in each House, with Knighting, Mirroring and Reflection 
 

• Mice in the House of Rider: There may be anxious news or passing 
worries. Worries will be around hopes and dreams, commitments and new 
beginnings, and you may be taking about worries with anxious friends. 

• Sun in the House of Clover: Massively good luck. Passion or love success 
with a man. Creative or psychic success. Lifechanging success, success to do 
with family, self and home. The key to the house. Moving or travel success 

• Anchor in the House of Ship. A stop off on a journey, long term journey. 
Work stability, maturity and stability arrives. A beginner's stability. 
Communication that lasts and is longstanding. Multiple options for stability, 
multiple conversations about it. Watch out for threats to security, though 

• Letter in the House of House. Writing home, blog. Lucky writing, blessed 
writing. Book written. A woman's writing or documentation. Blocked or 
delayed document. “Home”, self or domain blocked. Writing complete OR 
news of an ending that hits home. Lucky news arrives. 

• Tower in the House of Tree. Status growing or developing, thriving, 
growing and energetic. Money & security status. Friends in high places. 
Choice of status. The burden of status, burdened choice. Reduced or sudden 
status. 

• Bouquet in the House of Clouds. Dreamy or take-it-as-it-comes 
pleasantness. Book or knowledge blessing, writing blessing. Prize or luck. 
Scenic route. Delayed pleasure, business blessing, business delays. 
Blossoming, flourishing. 
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• Rider in the House of Snake. Trouble coming, ageing or old age trouble, 
long term stay, work/survival upcoming. Betrayal, problem, tough time, heavy 
burden, lack of clarity. 

• Man in the House of Coffin. An illness or ending of some kind for a man. 
Creative man, successful man, loving and loved man. Unwell man, freedom-
loving, sociable man. Business or freedom out in the world. 

• Stars in the House of Bouquet. Big blessing, prize, hopes & dreams 
realised. Nerves, new ambitions, promised hopes, goals. Decisive or honed 
goals, training, working towards them. 

• Child in the House of Scythe. Naivety reduced or new decisions. Naivety. 
Important beginner out in the world. Passionate, heartfelt beginning. Lasting 
home, stable base. 

• Woman in the House of Whip. You working hard, a challenging time, 
pushing yourself. You as a communicator, developing, flourishing or 
branching out, working hard, competing, arguing. A work relationship or 
commitment. Multiple documents or writings, many hats in that regard. 

• Dog in the House of Birds. Talking with friends, followers. ‘House’ 
followers, reduced friendships, business followers. Anxious friends, important 
friends, significant worries. Loving support, lucky friendships, lucky love. 
High status friends, blocked friends, blocked status. 

• Ship in the House of  Child. Setting off on a brand new journey. Multiple 
journeys. Journey’s end. Weighed down journey. Communication success. 
Successful journey, communication journey. Work movement, financial 
transfer, work money. Burdened blessing. 

• Snake in the House of Fox. Work or thief betrayal. Prevented betrayal or 
theft. Long term cheat, domain cheat, lucky cheat, book or information cheat. 
Business betrayal, visiting thief, business visitor. 

• Coffin in the House of Bear. Money and protection coming to an end. 
Burden of it, transfer end, multiple endings. Multiple documents. Writing 
finished, house ending. Money ends, maturation end, mature money or an 
older person's protection. A challenging ending, an ending for a man, a tough 
or argumentative man or coach. 

• Scythe in the House of Stars. Honed ambitions and dreams. Business 
cuts/decisions. Friendships cut or reduced. House or family decision. Status 
reduction, cutting through blocks, blocked status. Book decision, creative 
decision, creative book. Reduction in goals, public life reduction. Outward 
ambitions. 

• Tree in the House of Storks. New beginnings, fresh growth, flourishing. 
Your growth & development through hard work & effort. Communication 
flourishing. Flourishing growth, growth that comes with a burden or 
responsibility, a burdened blessing. A new start matures; maturing growth, 
new growth or branching off. 

• Clouds in the House of Dog. Unclear or vague friendships or support. 
Public or social uncertainty. Unsure where beginnings are going, starting 
blind. But the lack of clarity is actually key to it. Not seeing what’s coming up 
in business, upcoming business, not knowing where you're going for sure, 
what will be will be. 

• Key in the House of Tower. Status, officialness & establishment 
importance.  Beginner's fate. Public importance. Uncertain fate. Friendship & 
support fated or significant. Work fate or significance. Significant & important 
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success. Watch out for a friend or friendship who perhaps cannot be trusted or 
causes problems. 

• Birds in the House of Garden. Communication, social media. Your 
communication. Argumentative, tough words. Growing communication.  
Anxious communication. Stable, regular communications. Lasting anxiety. 
Movement, shifting or shipping communications, lucky communications, 
lucky trip or luck overseas. 

• House in the House of Mountain. Blocks, delays, being stuck at home. 
Friendly home, business home. Reductions and cuts. Starter domain, agreed 
home. Agreement or deal connected with beginner. Successful domain, 
writing domain, writing success. Undermined domain, money or protection 
house, losing money or protection. 

• Crossroads in the House of Crossroads. Lots of choices, paths, options. 
Journey, direction options. Choice comes with burden. Ending options. Your 
choices, passion choices, loves. Long term choices, status options. Lasting 
status. Final decisions, book decisions. Finished book. 

• Mountain in the House of Mice. Delays caused by worries. 
Procrastination. Problem delays. Betraying friend, work delays, friendship or 
support delays or obstacles. Writing delays, blessings block. Lovely writing. 
Cutting through delays, waiting until matured, deciding when ready. 

• Cross in the House of Heart. Burdened passion or love, something that 
comes with strings or responsibilities. Finishing or ending burden. Too much 
responsibility. Shipping or travel burden, the responsibility to keep moving. 
But it will turn out to be fortunate. Lucky journey. The pressure of status, 
upcoming responsibility. Upcoming status. Creative burden, growth & 
development pressure, creative flourishing or growth. 

• Fish in the House of Ring. Business deal, promise, commitment. Reduced, 
honed or decisive business. Home business. Friendly or supportive business. 
Money business, problems with it, money or cashflow issues. Lovely business, 
mans’ business, man’s blessing. Uncertain, unclear business. 

• Whip in the House of Book. Tough or harsh knowledge or learning, 
competition with regard to knowledge and learning. Growth doesn’t come  
without effort. Arguments. Your harshness or argumentativeness. Struggle to 
get book or knowledge completed. Having to work to achieve goals, but goals 
& dreams arrive. 

• Letter in the House of Garden.Writing or news out in the world. 
Significant publicity, Beginner out in the world. Uncertain public. Harvest 
when ready. Men in the world. 

• Ring in the House of Man. Agreements around and relationships with 
men. Anxious deal, new start agreement, goal promises. Your agreement, a 
deal or promise you make. House or family agreement. 

• Heart in the House of Woman. Your most heartfelt passions and loves, 
what’s at the heart of you. Successful passions, joyful love. Creative or 
heartfelt, a man’s passions. Open heart, friendly, alliance heart. Multiple 
passions and loves. 

• Fox in the House of Lily. Maturity re: career & work. Mature work, work 
experience or an older worker. Upcoming work. Stable work. A significant or 
job. Your job or career. Overseas work. Blocked or delayed work. 

• Clover in the House of Sun. Massive success & good fortune. Writing luck. 
Book and learning luck. Huge blessing or prize. Communication luck. Support 
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and friendship luck. Luck after problems, or the betrayal of a friend. Luck that 
comes with responsibility. 

• Bear in the House of Moon. Creative & psychic protection. Someone 
looking after you. Status or official protection or money. House or family 
money and protection. Money transfer or a protective traveller. Money and 
protection ending. A final journey or a journey coming to an end. Business 
money, and the protection of freedoms. 

• Book in the House of Key.  Important book or significant knowledge. 
Blessed book, lucky discovery, written book. Multiple books. Betrayed 
knowledge, a painful secret, reduced knowledge or understanding. A painful 
event or hurtful betrayal. Difficult knowledge, harsh learning. 

• Lily in the House of Fish. Business experience and maturity. The arrival of 
maturity or experience, or ageing. Work experience, long term experience. 
Delayed maturity, health issues. Age in the world, a sociable older person, 
group of older people. 

• Moon in the House of Anchor.Lasting emotions and creativity. Loving or 
passionate feelings or creativity. Successful project. Man’s creativity or 
feelings. Burdened or pressured feelings. Reduced creativity or feelings, 
confused creativity or feelings, confused decision. 

• Storks in the House of Cross. Responsible or weighty new start. Promised 
new start, ambitious new start, anxious new start. Business beginnings. Fresh 
growth. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Disclaimer: 
 

All Lozzy's Lenormand readings are for entertainment purposes only and no guarantee can be given 
as to the accuracy of a reading. All users are responsible for their own life choices and decisions. 
Lozzy's Lenormand is not qualified to give legal, medical, financial or other advice. If a user requires 
advice of this kind, they should seek a suitable licensed professional. Please note that this reading 
service is confidential and strictly for over-18s only. 
 


